KALHD/KDHE PHEP Advisory Team
August 26, 2019
In-Person Meeting:
KALHD/KAC Offices
300 SW 8th Ave
Suite 300 (Large Conference Room)
Topeka, KS 66603

Connect Online Here: http://kalhd.adobeconnect.com/pat/

Note: Online connections are computer-audio only (no dial-in number); we recommend using a headset with a microphone for a quality experience

Agenda:

1. Meeting Start (10:00 am)

2. KAC Annual Conference: Discussion of PHEP workshop targeting county commissioners (presenter and topic details)

3. KDHE’s delinquent arrangement with KALHD (answer questions, discuss any desired adjustments)

4. LHD budgets for SFY 2021 (how the local share is carved up)

5. PHEP regions and redirects (discussion of redirects that avoid county commissioners, and KDHE’s desire to end the practice)

6. HCCs and LHD attendance mandate (discussion about this arrangement)

7. Adjournment (by noon)